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F~re Causes Extensive Damage to Rogers Room
I

A fire destroyed Rogers Room 105 last Saturday morning.

Photo by I.Durde, Canizares

Jughandle Meets Opposition
By Eddie Donohue
A petition, approved by the
Faculty Senate, protesting the
"alienation of college land" for the
proposed jughandle has been signed·
by some 900 students, staff and
faculty.
Professor Alec Nicolescu also
stated that Fred Marder, Dean of
Academic Administration, told him
that John Kean is against the idea
of a jughandle because it will cost
him too much money to fund the
various cosmetic improvements that
the college is seeking as a compromise for the jughandle.
N icolescu, one of the two
authors of the petition, expressed
concern about the proposal's fate
eventually being in the hands of
the Department of Higher Education and the Department of Transportation, both of whom have
leaders who are political appointees and who, in Nicolescu's opinion, are "not answerable to the
public."
The Board of Trustees, in February, voted for concept approval
of the jughandle. The proposal also
calls for a loss of some land on
Green Lane which would create
another left hand turn lane onto

Mun-ta Avawe; a dacleleration right

turn lane on Morris Avenue head-

ing east for traffic entering the
campus. The proposal also calls
for the widening of Morris Avenue
approaching North Avenue heading east and the widening of North
Avenue from Morris Avenue heading south.
-The college is negotiating with
the Liberty Hall developers for
improvements to the campus that
would include a plaza which will
have plantings and benches between Wilkins Theatre and VaughnEames; landscaping and signs for
the entrance to the campus; a picket
architectural type fence; sidewalks
and crossing lanes. The college is
also negotiating the possibility of a
walkway from the main campus to
the East Campus. A bus shuttle
going from Elizabeth station to the
campus for commuters is also being
talked about
John Kean, a trustee and Chief
Executive Officer of Elizabethtown
Gas, has abstained from any vote
involving Liberty Hall development
However, Nicolescu and Al Levine, co-author of the petition,
contend that Kean is still acting in
conflict of interest The last line of

the petition, wh- • I n g ~

by the Senate, was removed, asking for the removal of John Kean
from the Board of Trustees.
The Department of Transportation (D.O.T.) would not allow for
a left-hand turn signal between
Wilkins and Green Lane due to
what they consider to be too many
traffic lights between North Avenue and Green Lane. Nicolescu
claims; however, that Charles
Kimmett, Vic:e-Presidentof Adminisfration and Finance, told him that
a temporary left-hand turn signal
into Liberty Hall may be allowed.
President Weiss in an interview
stated that a left-hand turn into the
complex at the light outside of the
T.P.A. circle for the 1,800 employees of Liberty Hall would "create a
traffic jam beyond description\
Nicolescu claims that a simlar
traffic pattern occurs with little
problem on the corner of Morris
Avenue and Salem Road in which
there are two left-hand turn signals
going both north and south onto
Salem Road.
Pat Moldan, Director of Public
Information, stated that she doesn't
know when the Board will vote on
the jughandle for final approval.

Weiss Will Remain to Teach at Kean
By Eddie Donohue
President Weiss has stated that
he will teach part-time as a retired
professor at the college starting in
the fall of 1990.
Weiss has taught as a political
science professor during his 20-

year term as president.
In an interview after his visit at
last Thursday's Dorm Day, the
outgoing president said that
currently he has been asked to put
together a consortium of state
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colleges working on ideas like
faculty exchanges between the state
colleges, cross registration, where
a student can take a course at
another college more easily, possible conferences on faculty instruction, and working with local
school systems "to figure out how
children learn best."
. The five state colleges participating are Kean, William Paterson, Ramapo, Jersey City State,
and Montclair.
Weiss wi 11 be working out of an
office in the Montclair State College library and was quoted as
saying that "there is a lot of potential that it will make the five colleges stronger."

By Rhonda Ruch
A bedroom in 105 Rogers Hall him. "We don't have concrete
broke out in flames early last Sat- records over here on computer,
urday morning, leaving all four of but when an incident such as this
its residents to relocate to other happens, a call is made to notify
apartments on campus.
the student of the problem," he
Ray Ulbrich, a resident of the said.
bedroomwherethefirebrokeout,
"I'd just like to say that the
claims the light attached under his Rogers staff did a fantastic job with
desk had a short in it, which caused handling the situation," Mr. Maslo
the fire to start
said.
Bob Maslo, Director of Hous''The fire extinguishers weren't
ing, says he was in 105 Rogers two filled and that is endangering lives,"
nightsbeforethefiretoquietdown said Ulbrich.
a party that was in progress and
"Why doesn't the school have
claims he saw an iron plugged in emergency housing," complained
on Ray's desk. Whether this was an upset Ulbrich. He went on to
the cause is not known. No one say that there were certain instances
was in the apartment when the fire during the fire where R.A.'s failed
broke out.
to wake up and notify residents
When asked if the fire could've who were sleeping.
been put out by the R.A. 'sand the
One resident in 104 Rogers,
Rogers Hall Head Resident, Mr. Todd Dowdy-Sloan, said that he
Maslo stated the extinguisher was slept through the fire and that no
nowhere to be found, "but Ray R.A. attempted to wake him up.
never put in a request saying his ''The room should have been thorroom was minus a fire extinguisher. ough ly checked."
The fire hose on the first floor
Dowdy-Sloan did go on to say,
wouldn't reach either, but Mr. Maslo however, that "one of the probsays it's not a requirement for the lems is that so many fire alarms
hose to reach the room.
have gone off at three and four in
Ulbrich lost most of his record the morning this year that people
collection (250 albums), his tele- have stopped responding.
vision and VCR, school books, and

AcCO'"dio& \o Dowdv-S\oan.

final~,-~~~thatwere
due for classes t
"No one ever called me over
the weekend to tell me my room
had burned down,• said Ulbrich.
"I have two answering machines
in my house and there wasn't any
message on either of them."
Lieutenant Scott Kinnie of the
Campus Police stated that a call
was made to Ulbrich's home Saturday and a message was left for

dm:i •
h i £ , , ~ tr.ied
to w~e him up by banging on his
bedroom door and then by telephoning him. The Rogers Hall
resident stated that, along with the
fact of the many false alarms, he
was too sleepy to hear the warnings.
The matter is under investigation by the Union County Fire
Department and the New Jersey
State Arson Squad.

7s;;;.

Squires Get New Ambulance

The Squires pose outside of their much needed new ambulance. The
ambulance was obtained through fund-raising and donations from the
college community.
Pholo by Jim CUnnlngham

Indy Takes Three
By Eddie Donohue
The Independent has been cited
for three awards in a contest held
by the New Jersey Press Association including third place for overall excellence with its March 1988
"condom issue."
Eric Greenberg, Editor-in-Chief,
took third place in sports writing
for college newspapers with his
article concerning Cougar football
player Kevin McGuirl being scouted
by two National Football League
teams.
A photograph of pro-life

demonstrators outside of Wilkins
Theatre by Jim Cunningham in the
September 15th Independent captured second place for college
newspapers. The demonstration
took place after Michael Dukakis'
September seventh speech in Wilkins Theatre.
The contest included submissions from high schools and
colleges from across the state and
were awarded on both levels of
schools. All submissions for the
contest were required to be from
1988.
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What's Going On . • •

THE LARGEST RETAIL CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH DEALER IN THE U.S.!

Campus Calendar
Saturday, May 13, 1989
2 pm and 7 pm

Westminster Dance Co.

Wilkins Theatre

I.F.M.
Sea Calm Ministries
Catholic Mass

Alumni Lounge
DR#2&3
Room B

Sunday, May 14, 1989
2:30 pm - 7:00 pm
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Monday, May 1 S, 1989
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
1

Book Store Book Sale

Grill Room

Tuesday, May 16, 1989
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
1:40 pm - 3:00 pm
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:00 pm - 11 :00 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm
7:40 pm - 10:10 pm

Book Store Book Sale
English Student Assoc.
G.C.C.
J.S.U.
I.S.A.
S.C.S.C.
Chinese Culture Club
AMA Marketing Club
S.A.M.
I.V.C.F.
Day Care Center
Phi Beta Sigma
Pre-Law Club
Sigma Beta Chi
Nu Sigma Phi
Sigma Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Criminal Justice Club
Zeta Delta Pi

Grill Room
W-307
J-138
J-136
J-203
J-140
J-142
W-300
W-411
J-135
CSS-108
J-204A
J-303
Alumni Lounge
Room A
Room B
J-204B
B-208B
B-123
T-207

Wednesday, May 17, 1989
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm
3:05 pm - 4:20 pm

Book Store Book Sale
S.C.S.C.
AMA M arketi ng Club
I.V.C.F.
Peace Center
Criminal Justi ce Club

Grill Room
J-140
W -300
J-135
J-13 8
J-139

Now That You've

Made the Grade,
Take the Credit
--::::==;;;-;;;;;;~. ~~
,/~
'

',

Whether you just graduated
from the University of Miami or
the University of Alaska,
Maplecrest and Ford Credit
want your diploma to start
working for you. Now that
you've made the grade, take
the credit. pre-approved
financing from Ford Credit and
a cash bonus of $400 from
Ford Motor Company can be
yours at Maplecrest. Purchase
or lease an eligible new vehicle
from stock by December 31,
1989 and Ford will give you a
check for $400. To qualify for
pre-approved credit: 1. You
must graduate with a
Bachelor's or

Ford Credit Gets You Going

l l i•RH•1
■§11•11'1
w11

""'

advanced degree between
October 1, 1988 and January
31, 1990. 2. You must have
verifiable employment
beginning within 120 days after
vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary
living expenses, as well as a
car payment. 3. A prior credit
history is not necessary but if
you have one it must be
satisfactory.
Come in to Maplecrest, a
total quality Lincoln-Mercury
dealer for complete details.

Call Us
Today!
CG 89-70
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Jt took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
HGalileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.

Revive with VIVARIN:

U.. ., ditta<d. Co<aw affem< equi,llen1 d roo cups d coli,,

C> a..cbam Inc. 1988

A Student Loan Company
As Unique As You Are.
"\Xl:th a name like Educaid
there's only one thing we can
do--specialize in student
loans. Th is makes Educaid
unique among student lend ers. W e've made a business of
servicing students' special
needs. It's all we do. That's
wh y we're the best. A nd that's
why you can depend on us for
that special, personal touch
when you need it.

Educald knows you can 't
wait for your money. You
need it now. From the moment
we rece ive your loan application , we're fighting the clock
to ge t you your money fast.
Educaid can save you
money, too. You don' t pay
interest on interest while '
you're con tinually enrolled in
school. Educaid capitalizes the
interest (adds it to the principal) on your SLS only onceat grnduation.

See your Financial Aid O ffice.
If you're eligible fo r a Stafford
Loan (GSL) or an SLS, ask
for Educaid . O r give us a call:

U n ion , NJ (201) 686-0101
T oll Free: (800) 338-5616
2840 Morris Avenue
U nion , NJ 07083

~

'
•
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Letters
Some Things Never Change

A Kean College Farewell
As another year at Kean draws to a
close, and students look back on the
past two semesters as they prepare for
their finals, a lot are not happy with
what they see. We saw the drying out
of Bartlett and Sozio come into effect,
and the plans for Rogers to fol low
suit. We saw a hostile situation in the
Quad, and numerous acts of violence
on campus. We heard about the battle
between the students and administration over the policies of WKNJ, and
we heard al I the accusations concerning candidates in the Student
Organization elections. We felt the
hiring freeze take effect, and became
aware when we found that toxins
were dumped in our brook. This year
has also marked the retirment of
President Nathan Weiss, and the
passing of Associate Professor
William Chaison.
These situations aren't the only to
occur. \f that was all you experienced
these past two semesters, I am deeply
sorry for you. We also saw reaction to
student opinion with the replacement
of the old food service, and we also
saw the reopening of the Pub to
drinkers. Our campus became a
political soapbox with the arrival of
Dukakis and Ford, and stood out above
al I others with the excel lent performance by Women's Basketball. We saw
the Squires get a new ambulance
(several times as they drove around
the College Center), and we saw the
opening of the Martin Luther King
Memorial Garden. Even with the bad
publicity, we saw the highest turn-out
yet for the Student Organization
election, and we saw student representation in the Presidential Search
Committee. To wrap it up, we saw the
World Games come to Kean a few
weeks back. If al I you saw was bad,
then your vision is too narrow. So
take the bad with the good, because
that's the way it's going to be no
matter where you go. Have a good
summer, and it's been real.

Dear Editor,
Just like many other systems
that follow certain philosophical
courses whether they be just or
unjust, corrective or uncorrected,
individual or collective, Kean College has managed to stay the same
as it has always been . Powerful
movers have come and gone making
significant changes mostly on an
independent level outside of the
college's policies. The faces change
but the mentality passed down by
the predecessors of the current
oppressive thinkers remains the
same.
Which brings me to make
mention of Mr. Joe Kang, one of
thecollege'smostconsistentabusers of the rights of students on the
privacy level. Even before our
current existence was thrust upon
us, Mr. Kang put his unusual abilities to work. Many times acquiring
information on particular students,
the Housing office did not care for
from a residential, social or polictical point of view.
Most recently, by way of his
and the Housing Office's obvious
prejudice towards me and my
association with a close friend who
is currently a senior with only a
month to go, a double major and a
11
8" student, he took it upon himself to send a letter, citing her with

a violation. The letter resembled a example of the undying hatred that
threat which sounded like this,"lf some people at this school have
you do not report to the Housing for me. People who don't apprecioffice by a certain deadline your ate African males who stand up for
contract will be terminated." For what they believe in. I have a
question for Mr. Kang. Why did he
what? There was no violation.
In order for Mr. Kang to have invite my friend into his office
established the grounds for a vio- when he already decided that she
lation, it would have had to oc- was guilty? If he was not really
curred around the time he sent the after anything how come he inletter. Now, if it didn't, I see no vited the three other ladies (all
reason for him sending the letter in together) in his office to be interthe first place. The violation had viewed? A single interview and
something to do with her having then a multiple interview? Would
an overnight guest. Was it me? someone be willing to tell that he
Nol I was not in the viicnity close wasn't after her because of me?
to the time, or at the time he sent Who put him up to it? Why does
her the notice. I was not in the the Housing Office go though the
vicinity a week before he sent the changes of harrassing students
notice. At least not as an overnight . instead of making life in the dorms
guest. Now, Mr. Kang's source a better alternative?
Is the Housing office prosecutmade the claim that a male was
seen leaving her apartment. Could ing al I of the students who commit
it have been the R.A., the mainte- violations, or justthe students who
nance man, the guy down the commit violations that they don't
hallway or a tutor? Who could it like. Are repairs being made quickly
have been? Who's to say that the and efficiently? If they are then
male leaving the apartment was why was the drain repaired at the
associated with her? There are three time of the so-called violation; a
drain which was broken all year
other ladies in the room.
Even if this male seen leaving long as the ladies will confirm. It
the room was a friend of one of the seems that the Housing office is
ladies, who can say he was an still in its immature state of mind
overnight guest? He could have never to escape.
Thank you.
came over that morning before his
Wendell N. Ball
class. This seems to me to be an .

Register Now
Dear Editor,
The National Student Affairs
Committee would like to touch on
a few points. The first is that on
June 6, there will be a primary
election in lhe state of New Jersey.
The Primary Election is held to

nominate party candidates for the
General Election (in November),
to elect county committeemen and
women for their districts and state
committee members in Gubernatorial years. This year the position
many are vying for is that of Governor. This election is very important, because we, as students, need
to be aware of who the candidates
are and what their platform is on
education. Not if they support
education, one would be a fool to
run for public office and not, but
what their stand is on the budget,
especially concerning appropriations for education, and of course
many other issues such as car insurance and the environment.
The big difference between the
primary and general election is
that in the primary election, you
can only vote by party. After your
first time voting in a primary election, you are deemed a member of
the party for which you voted. Of
course, you can always change
your status (switch parties), many
well known and even popular
politicians have done so.

GET AN
EARLY START
ON YOUR CAREER
Gain Experience
That Lasts A Lifetime
CaH Us Today
For That Perfect
Summer Job!
As a KELLY Temp
You Will ...
• Earn Good Pay
• Work At Leading
Companies
• Receive FREE Training
If You Qualify
CLERICAL
ACCOUNTING
SECRETARIAL

DE/CRTIPCNJP
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL DIVISION

UNION..............................688-5533

The second and last point we
would like to stress is thatthe NSA
committee will again be holding
voter registration. We have made
several changes in our procedures
for voter registration here on

campus, so that there wi II be less
complications. If anyone has any
questions please call the NSA office at 3 51-1040 or stop by the
office, CC-1 18.
Thank you and don't forget to
exercise your right - VOTE!ll

The National Student
Affairs Office

Please submit all Letters to The Editor in CC 119.
All submissions must be typed, double-spaced and
accompanied by a name and phone#. Name will be
withheld upon request. Phone # must be included
for verification and authenticity. Letters submitted
without name and phone#, or without being typed,
will not be published.
· The Award-Winning

Independent
Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

Chip Powell

Christopher Burns

· Arts and Graphics Editor .................................. Tom Ronde/lo
Copy Editor .................................................... Christine Kno"
Cultural Editor ................................................ Danny Rodgers
Features Editor................................................ Rob O'Connor
News Editor .................................................... Eddie Donohue
Opinion Editor............................................ John T. Russell Ill
Photography Editor ........................................ Ange/a Liuzza
Business Manager .................................................. Erin Reilly
Secretary .......................................................... Leslie Lazaroff
Asst. Features Editors ...................................... Daniel Lanza,
Vicci Morrocco

Asst. Business Manager .................................... Erika Matthies
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Alvaro Bastidas,
Todd Brugmans, Lourdes Canizares, Manny Cantor,
Jim Cunningham, Christopher Furlong, Tom Green,
Eric L. Greenberg, Christian Halter, David Januzzi,
Vince Jones, Christine Krug, Rhonda Ruch,
Raj Sauba, Sue Signore/la
*The opinions expressed in the signed columns ilnd interviews
of this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
editors.

Published every Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for
material is 12:00 the Friday prior to publication. All submissions
must be typed and double-spaced for publication. All submissions
become the property of this publication and may not be reprinted
without the consent of either the author or the Independent.
Mailing address: Independent, Kean College of N .J., Morris
Avenue, Union, N.J. 07083. Office: CC 119 in the College Center.
The Independent is distributed free of charge at various locations
around the campus, however, anyone taking more than five issues
without prior permission from the editor will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law.
·
Office Phone Number: 355-0174, ext. 2339
Funded in part by Student Organization, Inc.
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Commentary
Keen on Kean

ByMannyCantor

Hail ... But Not Farewell
1

Ave Atque Vale! Only the first
part of the traditional , classical
collegiate salutation applies to Dr.
Nathan Weiss, who wi ll reti re next
month as President of Kean
College. The next phase of his long
career in the field of education
will see him in charge of a consortium offive northern state colleges
- Kean, Montclair, William Paterson, Jersey City and Rampo. His
task will be to develop a network
of collaboration, on al I levels, both
student and faculty, between these
institutions. It is good news that
we will continue to benefit from
the contributions of this most
experienced and most respected
president of all the state colleges
in New Jersey.
Among Dr. Weiss' most vivid
memories is his role in the upsurge
of student anger and bitterness after
the killing of four students, demonstrating against the Viet Nam
War, at Kent State College. The
present Kean College was then
Newark State College. Stude nts on
this campus were sitti ng in a n
administration bu ilding. They were
fly ing the flag upside down.
The then-Mayor of Un ion was

Letters-

demanding of Dr. Weiss that th is
alleged desecrati on of the flag be
stopped forthwith. Dr. Weiss' opinion that th is was not desecration,
but an international signal of distress was confirmed by the N.J.
Attorney General. In the midst of
an important engagement, Dr.
Weiss was informed that the local
Veterans of Foreign Wars were
headed for this campus to beat on
the students for what they considered their very un-American behavior. He rushed back in time to
use his powers of persuasion and
his own record in the military, to
avert the threatened melee. Interesting to note that Tom O'Donnell, present Director of Student
Activities, was himself a student
leader at that time. It is his firm
opinion that the students of the

earlier period "cared" a gre at deal was the ugly, unpopular war in
Viet Nam and Cambodia. You may
more than they do today.
There has been a pro Iiferation be surprised, as I was, to learn
of courses in colleges, dealing with from Dr. Weiss that there also was
the history of the '60's. The N.Y. a student sit-in over parking. Dr.
Ti mes, several weeks ago, devoted Weiss' policy was not to negotiate
much of their Educational Maga- w ith students while they occupied
zine section to the "60's Legacy'." a school building. He is proud of
A documentary, just released, the fact that he never called in the
entitled "Growing Up In Amer- police. Worth noting is another
ica," deals with this period. Never- fact, that Dr. Weiss was chairpertheless there is a woeful lack of son of what was called the Presiknowledge among today's genera- dents' Group of eight state coltion, and among their parents, as leges, during the eight-day stateto the basic source and origins of wide teacher strike in 1974.
the "revolution" in the colleges,
There are many tasks and projand their real content and impact. ects underway at Kean College
A course here at Kean, to fill this which Dr. Weiss would lovetobe
need, would be both popular and able to complete. Among them are
the Challenge Grant, the bu ilding
useful.
The main issue fueling student 'Program, and the Task Force on
unrest on this campus, like all others, Women . However, to assure their

,,1adont
want
lot of hype.

completion, and to a id in the solution of the many inevitable problems ahead, Dr. Weiss is leavi ng
behind an institution w ith fi rm
foundations. This, I am confident,
is the generally accepted esti mate
among the entire college community. Th is does not gainsay the
reality that the successor to Dr.
Weiss will face a most formidable
task to meet the problems and to
strive for the high standard he has
set.
So, Dr. Weiss, AVE, but not
VALE. Take with you our thanks
and appreciation for your many
contributions to Kean College
during the twenty years in which
you have been our President. And
take, also, our we IIwishes for your
good health, and for further successes in all you undertake.

I just want

something I
can count on.,,

A Violation
In Turn?
Dear Editor,
I would just like to say something about the Board of Trustees
Election. John Williams was so
quick to let everyone know when
a violation was occurring during
the Student Organization elections.
Now that he's running for Student
Representative on the Board of
Trustees do the rules change?
How come now he thinks it's
fine to campaign only a couple
feet from the polls?? Now that's a
gross violation if you ask me!!
John, why don't you practice
what you preach.
Michelle Muscanell

CLASS OF '89
PRESENTS
SENIOR WEEK
GRADUATING
SENIORS APPLY
IN STUDENT ORG
CC-124
Resumes, Papers and Theses "
Professionally Typed and Printed
• Resum~s and papers are printed on high quality paper
using state-of-the-an laser primers.
• Several types of paper are available, each caJ11fully
selected for n·s spedic texture, weight and color.
• Spelling and punctuation are checked.
• Free disk storage is available for future revisions.

R4sumb:
• Acomplete set of typefaces are available for creating
a 'bok' ranging from avame-garde to Wall Street.
• Mailing lists can be generated for individualized cover
leners and address labels.

Papers:
• Complete sets of pl.t>lishing typefaces are utilized for
properly displaying text, footnotes, billiographies,
indexes and graphs.
• Mathematical formulas are properly displayed.

Frodo Enterprises
Union, NJ • (201) 352-2963
Ask for Gary, if not in, please leave m955age

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for.wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T.
If voutl like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Oud,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

AT&T

The right choice.
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Acapella Group Given Center Stage
;) ~

By jomary Scala
Ask anyone who attended the
JQ & the Bandits concert last Thursday and the answer is the same:
''They were outrageous."
One day four young men from
New Brunswick decided to venture to New York in search of
fame, fortune, and a recording
contract.
They do not use any instruments but rely solely on the power
of their voices to create music. An

0• O

agent caught their act on a street
corner and offered them a shot at a
nationally televised commercial.
The commerical was actual lywritten here at Kean in Wilkins Theater. David Montgomery, one of the
"Bandits" is the son of Dr. Mongomery of the music faculty. The
group arrived late one evening
armed with lyrics to the commercial and with Dr. Montgomery's
help, spent the next hour setting it
to music and subsequently releas-

ing it. The next day they arrived at
the Levi's representative's office,
performed thier new "creation" and
thus a commercial was born.
Since then they have appeared
at Don't Tell Mama's, the Duplex,
and several other New York clubs,
as well as touring the country as
representatives of Levi's. They have
made extenisve TV appearances
and have sung for festivities at the
Super Bowl and the NCM Final
Four.

f)/iil,,

OR
FINANCING

O/o A.P.R.

JQ and the Bandits, from left to right: Steven Katz, David Montgomery,
Mike Tarento, Christopher May.

Adele Kenny On
Death and Dying
By Paul Ede/er, Eric Greenberg,
and Jackie Kelly

Kean College students were
recently privileged to attend a
lecture given by Ms. Adele Kenny,
poet and Kean College graduate.
In reading a small selection of
poetry by Adele Kenny, one is
struck by the images of old age,
death, night, and shadows. Her
free verse style entices both experts and newcomers to explore
her imaginative world .
In The Night My Father's Heart

Stopped, Ms. Kenny illustrates the
absence of hope and joy which
accompanied her father's death at
Christmastime. His death has reduced the holiday to a cold, rainy
and joyless time of despair. Be it
the grave or the storm sewers, both
her father and the tinsel find their
way to the blackness of death.
The theme of family fully
emerges in 677 East Scott. Kenny
musesoverfourgenerationsof kin
who have resided in her one-time
home. She describes them as ghosts
who still live in the "Cinderblock
bag of cracked ceilings and long
windows," seeing the house as

holding their collective existence
forever. Yet all of them, she says,
are as insignificant as "bug holes in
the bones of the house."
With Night we are confronted
by the uncertainty of the future.
Apprehensively and cautiously we
reach into its darkness for another
traveler; yet all of the searching is
tentative. For Adele Kenny, our
sojourn is not different than that of
a blind man through the world of

COLLEGE
GRADVATEs

GE1' AN AIIOITIONAL

$400

$2000~.Jgrf

CAsH

BACK

COLLEGE GRADUATES...

THE VAWE OF AN EDUCATION
CONTINUES AT AUTOLAND WITH:
[2]

FINANCEl:.:ICRED~~

NO MONEY DOWN

~ LOW

IV

the sighted.
The dominant force in 1he Other

Side is not the rebirth of spring, but

[2]

GIANT FACTORY REBATES

A.P.R.
2e7ft O¾0 FINANCING
ORSJOOO~~v

Many Chevrolet models to
choose from. Huge
selection available.

1 ■i(O];i•■

rather death. It is in the old man
that we find the grip of this insistent force. From his unkept appearance to his physical stiffness
and "Bruises beneath his eyes," he
will soon be a "shadow." The neighbor, as a spectator, casts not only a
fear in the poet, but also an image
of death in a time of renewal.
From the first poem, which deals
with the death of her father, to her
fear of old age in The Other Side,
Ms. Kenny forces the reader to
acknowledge his frail existence.
Apparently she has written from
experience, as well as from the
heart.

MERCURY

=~v

A.P.R.
2e7ftO¾0 FINANCING

OR $JOOO

Many Ford & Mercury
models to choose from.
Huge selection available.

The Trouser Press Guide
To The Future
By Ray Kahn
Ira Robbins, editor of the new
revised edition of the Trouser Press
Guide, is a latter day saint, a man
who attempts to bring integrity to a
critical establishment that champions sure-shots and press kittens
rather than un-h ip left-field eccentrics. The third edition of this guide
continues Robbins need to explain
and promote bands that remain
out of the limelight. If you're looking for evaluations of Beatie Lp's,
pass this book up. If you're interested in knowing the finest work of

Syd Barrett, Black Flag, R. Stevie
Moore or Joy Division then this
book is your personal invitation to
learn more about the music that
Rolling Stone and Spin don't cover.
The guide bypasses ratings to
give you instead short, precise
answers to the consumer question: To buy or not to buyl Robbins
and staff have a readable and entertaining guide. Buy it and prepare to spend your recreational
cash on lots of bands with weird
little names all summer long.

Etc.
By Christopher Burns

Trivia:
How often can a college student party during the semester and
still manage to pass all their classes?
(None of us really know for sure,
but we'll find out soon enough.
Won'twel)
Last Week's Trivia Answer:
The alien from "Devil in the
Dark" was made of silicon.

You've got

friends at

Quote of the Week:

"Yes, I'm in your class. I've just
only been here three times this
semester. By the way, what's on
the final?"

Joke of the Week:
I'm an editor of the Independent, l'mtheeditorofa Navy newspaper, I've worked professionally
for a group of local newspapers,
and I may still fail journalism class
for missing three quizzes!

aura~-

HD

JI
MIR~

H

AMERICA'S TRANSPORTATION CENTERS ,
SPRINGFIELD, N.J.
■

■

OOOGE ■ IOff
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"ROW I IIADE 818,000
nRCOLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."
..•

'

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay-it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds UJ? to $18,000-or more
-for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600;1' OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.

*In Hawaii : 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957 ; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

r--------------------,
MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
~---------- □ M O F
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY/ STATE/ ZIP
- - - - ~ ~ - - - - - US CITIZEN. DYES D NO
AREA CODE PHONE
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE

t:, jL~ "

OCCUPATION

~

STUDENT D HIGH SCHOOL D COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SE~VICE · □ YES D NO
BRANCH

RANK

National Guard

AFM / MOS

fHE INfOAMATlONYOUVOll,l,IT4AILY PACMOE, INClUOING YOUR SOCW. SECUAIT'I' NUM8ER

L

A1 CLJC1 Q049NP

wuBE US£D•ORRE""'-'''""""'0SEsONl,"""'soc"'s"""'"..__.
WII..Llf.US(OTO N-4Al.YZERIESPONSE TO THISMJAUTl10AITYIOUSC•S0l

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

J
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By Vince Jones
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By Todd F. Brugmans
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A Post-Graduate Course
in Economics,
with Credit.
Pre-Approved Credit and $400 c.~sJ! Back
"'

At Castle Ford, we'd like to skip
the theory and get to the point.
If you're graduating, or have
graduated with a Bachelor's or
advanced degree between
October 1, 1988 and January
31, 1990, Castle Ford can
improve one of your leading
economic indicators: the car
you drive. Purchase or lease
any eligible new model from
stock before December 31,
1989 and receive $400 cash
back from Ford Motor Company.
To qualify for pre-approved
credit: 1. You must have

~

Ford
Credit

Call Today for Information
245-6100

verifiable employment beginning within 120 days after
vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary
living expenses, as well as a
car payment. 2. A prior credit
history is not necessary but it
you have one, it must be
satisfactory.
.
Come in to Castle Ford, a
total quality Ford dealer for full
details. This is one elective
everyone should take.

Ford Credit Gets You Going
CG 89-73
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data

...

·s ystems
.

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

SU?Er1s;:,c;:,-;- 2BS

BUY 111IS LAP 10P AND GET
LAP LINK FOR DOS OR MAC FREE

TM

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE
GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

WITH THE NEW BATTERY DRIVEN SUPERSPORT 286TM
ZENI1H INNOVATES

A~~

ID GET YOUR CAREER ON THE FAST TRACK
Compact Lightweight. Yet bursting with 286 desktop speed and power. Operating at 12 MHz with zero wait state
technology. To tackle research, engineering, statistics, architecture and math-intensive classes. That's the new
SuperSport 286 from Zenith Data Systems-today's leader in battery-operated portables.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Zenith Data Systems
200 Meadowlands Parkway
Secaucus, New Jersey 07094
(201) 330-0523

___________.......

..,_

American Express.VISA, MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted. .

?t•'™
data
~
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFCRE THE NAME GOES ON"
Prices subject to change without notice.

l..iµli11k 1" is a rt'~istt'rt'li tradt'mar~ of Tral't'lin~ ~oftw,,rt

o 1988, Zenith Data Syste ms
\1ar 1 " is a re~istrrt'd tradrma rk ol .-\pplr Computers .
AUVERTISEMENT PAID FOR BY ZENITH DATA SYSTEM
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Kingfish - How's Dave? He has
such a masculine physique! Too
bad his hands are sooo small. You
are truly a macho man; Frenchy
Liveslll Sign me up for Wang
beat! 11 Diane

To the Best Roomie Ever- Thanks
for absolutely everything! You are
the best and I know we will always
be great friends. Thanks for your
encouragement and support. I
MADE IT. Lov~ Forever, Sandy

Donald Fried - Quack. Let's play
stickball or basketball 24 hours a
• day- Ha Ha
1

Heidi Ho and Charlie - Congrats
yor two! Are we psyched for the
ENGAGEMENT party or what?!
Here's to the happy couple! Love,
Sandy and Tommy

H - I will buy the sidepipes. What's
the weather? Is class cancelled?
Fix that jalopy you call a car. Put
in your earplugs.
To the Smokabana Crew - "Eighteen wheel and a dozen roses. One
more mile on this four day run.•
Practice this over the summer guys,
along with "I'm the good chip lolli ...•
Voe
Vris and Vim - Hope everything
works out for you guys cause you're
two of the nicest people I know.
And Kristen, stay off the shoulder,
Please!!! JAK
Doreen - Thanks for being a sport,
honey. But I do want to be your
first, babe. Don't disappoint me.
Stick to what you believe! Remember, Charlie's got a good life
and Charlie's well you know! Vris
Spring 89 Memories -Seaside during the day. Chris' surprise party
#1. Surprise party #2. Bowling.
Seaside at night. JOGGING!!
Summer 89 memories made at
Joey's pool, but let's not become
alcoholics, ok7 Voe

Tara, Judi, Eileen, Maria - Congratsforgraduating. Thanxforeverything you've done for the sorority. You better come back to party
(at least for Hell Night). Love and
Eternal Sisterhood, Sisters of EBX
Wilma- Now that Fred and Barney
are out of our lives, life can go on.
Betty

"I" - OH WELL. .. ain't life grand!
Jake
Sharon H - I'm so happy you got
into the p.T. program, you deserve
it. Hopefully I'll be joining you, if
not... I know the friendship will
continue. Love, Jackie

Some people just go through life
being unconscious and confused.
Nah! They're just having their
usual delusions of grandeur.
Jon M - Remember, anything you
want, I'll try to supply. It's no
problem. Thanks for the memories and the privilege of knowing
you.
Fluffy- I needed you and you were
there. I love you. Thanks for the
friendship. Me
Politics - Just keep Your eyes off
him, there will be no competion!;
once I'm revealed. P.S. I hope you
notice me in R.K.
TO THE BLEACHER BUNCH- Here
he comes!!! Start joggingll!I Al
and Ed where were you! Love,
Kooky
Colleen-OH GOD! Yo-who died
and left you boss? I? Cruisin around
campus! Want some ice cream?
Jules
Frank- Have a ·great summer. Don't
study too hard on the beach. Thanks
for the memories. I'll miss you!
Love Ya, Debbie p.s. Alpha, Beta,
Gamma, Delta ....

"

Good luck as an RA Sandy! You
know where to find us if you need
us!! 305 Sozio

Tedley Otis - I'm glad we're friends
again. I'm glad we talked. I love
you and, uh ... sorry ·iibout the
scotch atthe carnival. J

THIS ONE'S FOR YOU: Wanted:
Male, 24, curly brown hair, blue
eyes, grt. bod., drives blue• classic." Wanted for his incredible listening skills, and complete friendship overall. Also wanted in other
areas. RSVP ASAP Guess Who?

All my fellow OT friends - Next
year will be hell, guys, but we'll
make it together. Have an awesome summer and good luck on
finals. Love, Jill G.

Amy and Gina - Here's to an awesome next year! I love you guys!
Debbie

Pam - One fight in two years is not
a bad track record. I'll try to control my "emotional outbursts.• Love
and friendship, Your Roommate

Sisters of EBX - Thanks for making
this year special for me. Let's
make next year better! L&S Debbie

Tara and Judi - You guys have
been ttie best roommates and we
both love you . Good luck with
everything you do. We'll miss you
KIT Love, Gina and Beth

Lisa - I'll miss your "Snoring• and
sleeping all day! You're the best!
Love Ya, Debbie

Nancy- You said you were looking for a "nice• guy. We met at the
Tau Delta party at NJIT on 4/14. I
would think you can afford to be
more choosy than just "nice• - nm
from Rutgers - (please respond)
Jen and Karen - It could happen!
Thanks for making this year the
best- Makes me feel like a woman.
Love, B.
·
Jeremy (308) - I'll house you!II
How 'bout Thurs. night - bring
your skates.
Danni and Josh - Bye kids, hope
you have a great summer! Don't
work too hard, and take care of
yourself. Love, Jackie

New EBX Sisters - Tonight's the
night to make sisterhood official.
Wear the pin with pride because
being a sister of Sigma Beta Chi
should make you proud! Love and
Roses, Eternal Sisterhood

Eileen - Who's gonna eat baked
potatoes, string beans, midnight
PBJ's, salads and brownies with
me? Wattll I'm gonna miss ya,sisl
Love always, Jake

Colleen B - Looking forward to
next year roomiel I hope you can
deal with me and my"wierdisms. •

Hey Gorgeous - I could've snuggled
with you all day, too bad you had
to work. I'm really looking forward to tomorrow night. I still
can't believe we met!

You know I'm here for you, if you

Vris - Let's keep the new Voe and
the Vris up. It's working out cool.
Ffhank you for being a friend."
Next year is gonna be the best.
Tau, Peer and 203! Yeah! Voe,
Your Future Roomie Buddy

ever need to talk. Jackie

Steven-Thissummerwillbegreatl
I bet you're psyched to hang out in
Brick. We' 11 cal I Tony and Cheryl
one day I Thanks for always being
there for me! And, yes, you are a
stud! Cindy

Alex and Jimmy- I won! I won! I
won I We have to go Atlantic City
sometime I Maybe you'll do better there, Alex! (ha ha) We're definately partying this summerl KIT!
Cindy
Sue and Heather - It's been an
interesting year being roommates!
Daytona was awesome! Can't wait
till next yearl Have a great summer
and be good (ha ha) Love, Cindy
Chris -Fun Woubbie Party right!
Thanx for everything, you're a great
friend. I hope you and the nerd
have lots of algebra babies. Halhal
Take care. Keep in touch! Maureen
Creepella - My buddy, my pal, my
friend ... my toe! This year was
awesome, I look back on our pastand smilel Our friendship will
remain in my heart, Love and
Roses, Know It All

•1• - HAIR ALERT, ha-hall Lipstix
Eileen - Get ready to party tonight,
babel We're gonna rock the house.
Enjoy your graduation present- I
know I will, because you'll be at
the 1.0.. I love you. Jackie

To my study buddies - Hey guys,
It's been a hell of a year! Don't
ever forget our m idnight missions
to Bruce or any of our night sessions; although I'm sure you wish
you could. See you next year!
Love yas, Donna

Jill, Sandy and Pam - Will you guys
pleasebequietl l'mtryingtostudyl
You guys are the greatest! I'll miss
all of you, but remember; I'm in
509 next year, You'd best visit
mell Love, Donna

Hey Junior OT students! We made
it through one year! Let's get through
our finals and celebrate all summer! See you guys next year!
Love, Donna

Jill - Good luck next year, babe!!
You'd better buy a lot of notebooks; You're gonna need them!!
See ya over the summer!! Ferdinand
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Turtle WHAT Syndrome? It took
you eight lights to cross the street?
You must know all the new swear
words! Oooppsl Wrong Pocket
Ogolthorpe and the Singer - You
guys are the best! Even the wierd
one, What'll I do without you guys?
And the wierd one had better say
good-bye! Love Ya, nppy
Shawn - Glad you stopped hiding
behind blue eyes! Congratulations
on your graduation. I'll miss seeing you around here next semester. Communications Major
Tara and Judi - It feels great to be
in EBX-Doesn't it? I'm glad we're
going out together! Eternal Sisterhood, Hugs and Roses, Eileen

EBX Sisters- Good luck on your finals and have a great summer. I
love all of you. KIT Love and Sisterhood, Gina XO
Beth (Perky) - Please don't leave
me next year! But if you must, KIT
and lots of luck. Maybe you can
join the Eta Betaslll I'll miss youremember our Y.M.C.A. days!
Love, Ginny Goober XO
Debbie and Amy - 501 look out!
EBX is on its way! You guys are
gonna be awesome roomies. I
love you both. KIT over the summer (Hershey Park?) Love, Gina·
KO - Nice second hand roommate. Ha! Ha!
Joyce, Tiffany, Heather, Lisa, Cerbll, Liz - Stay off our floor. Sue
have another ten hotdogs. 2nd floor
Whiteman

To Jim B, Joe B. Scott H. Mike R,
Chip W. - You are the greatest
group of guys. You made my year.
Thanks for everything. Love, Kelly
Bundy
The Natural and Stud Boy - Eat
your hearts out guys, you know
I'm the sexiest man alive! And
that's right, Playing with 185. Oh,
by the way the MADNESS lives!
The Shadow

Diane - So how's Froggyl Honestly, what girl couldn't resist him?
Whoops! gotta go now, Frenchy is
beating down my door! Kingfish

Maryette - You want a shot at the
title. Prepare for another wedgy
Bob - You may not be here t9 read .
war. Catch with the stick, not with
this, but I love you! And our lives
will be so much better after May the throat. Peace and love, Ha Ha
251 Our lives have been so much
Cheddar- Have another pizza on
better since we opened up to each
us. You are just one big glop of..••
other- can't wait until the wedHa Ha
ding. Yours Forever, "I"

D.O.T. - Mmmm. Deliciousll
You're "Mondo". During finals
you're probably saying •ow, my "
brain,• but remember we love
you. Love, Your bedpartners in
Baltimore Hal Hal

Fish - So when's the book being
published? The memories will keep
me smiling all summer! Love Ya,
Cyclops P.S. Sorry about your leg.
Sue - This summer is going to be
awesome. Isn't it great being us?
(It's just too bad we couldn't be
Burns and Powell) Love Ya,
Christine
EBX Sisters - Here's to an incredible year ladies. Here's to us. See
you all over the summer. I love
you! Jill
Beta Pledge Class: Tonight is your
night. GET PSYCHED for an awesome time! Smarty Pants
Sandy - Have fun being an R.A.
next year. 305 just won't be the
same without your 2:00 a.m. laughing fits, love, Jill and Pam
To the ever brilliant Heathertt. Your boyfriend is cool. Get rid of
the freeloader. The price is right.
Ha Ha
Eileen - What's it feel like to be
body slammed? This is America.
In Germany it may be called
something else. Fay is hot. Ha Ha
Eileen- Good luck next year. I
,know that you will be around, but
1~m still going to miss you like
crazy. You're the best and I love
you very much. Please KIT overthe summer. Love, your little,
Gina XO
Mo - You're always looking in the
personals so we thought your birthday was our perfect chance to say
Happy Birthday. Have a great
one. Love, Faye, Breda, and Jenn
Heidi - Thank you for being the
greatest head resident.
Christine - These have been the
best 3 months of my life. I can't
imagine life without you and I
hope I will never know the feeling.
There is nothing I wouldn't do for
you - nm

Jackie - You better call me the
minute you finish using that box of
surprises - I want to "know'' ... Eye!

Stabber- Have you backstabbed
any gators lately? Where are your
hubcaps? Rise and Shine. Aids?
Ha Ha

To the sisters of EBX - Thank you
for being the best sisters anyone
could ever ask for ... Good luck
building up in the future; always
remember: EBX sisters rise above
it all. Love, Pella C.

To all our Virkar Students: Good
luck on your final guys. Love, An
ex-veteran - •twas a human being
once."

Don't worry, you'll be closer to
the bathroom! And we will cook a
lot of onions next year.

Scooter Wanna Be - Manalapan is
lame. Carteret and PEX girls say
hi. Do the Chamorro rug cutter.
Elroy rocks! This is acid! What's
the score? 5,9,0,2... Where's
coach? Ha Ha

Jo - I've had a Hell of a lot of fun
with you! King of the mountain!
Joyce 4 Head R.A. . It's so real!
"Screw the Pooch" Mario rules!
Ti II next year - 203 Rogers! - Laureen

Rita - Phone bill. Leaf's trustworthy. Yeah right. Paybacks, Roj
Dinner Downs. Always. Ha Ha

Tri Beta Sickness - Shoot the tabs
and down the Busch - Bennie

Doug - You're welcome - see ya!
Bytheway, when your ·reign comes
to an end, you'll realize that you're
no better than anybody else. From
the friend that crushed you,.Ha!Ha!
To mygorge~usgirlfriend - Happy
anniversary. Me

Peg- It's been an awesome year!

Hey Sandy!! Pseudo stratified ciliated columnar epithelial cells!

Lisa - You look good at 2 a.m.

Jim Nubile - Congratulations. Burch
Hall Staff

Cousin It - Shave that rug. Noise?
Ha Ha

Dinosaurs are extinct and so is
your mind. Get a clue. Go paint
a nature scene. Ha Ha

Eric - Thanks for the help with
layout - Eddie
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CLASSIFIEDS-Mad Dog- Love how you won that
frog! 11 Betty-R-Buckle

LizanR Lizard? What Lizard? Who's
Lizard? Alive? OOPs!!! Splat!!!! I
stepped on it Not alive any more!!!!

Cyndi- I'm really glad we became
such good friends. We had some
good times - rat burgers, Moo Cows!
I'll see you over the summer. Is is
really a big dog? Janine

Karen - Good luck with Nick. Have
a great summer. We better definitely get together. Luv, Kellie
Congratulations Nu Delta Pi on
winning the Greek Olympics.
Scanooch

The Ram-Ones are stupid! J'Who
said that?"

Thank you to all the people who
helped us with the dunking booth.
Nu Delta Pi

Cretinless, WKNJ is now better
than everlll

HeaJher- Yes, it's early, but Happy
Anniversary. Mike

Straight on red, can make you
dead, just like a road pizza!

Lou, Chris, and Bill - Thanks for
helping me get booth home. Mike

Hey Zelkwood - You're right. I'm
too good for you, my twin is too
good for you. We' re just too happy
for you. So, take your charm and
go to California!

Hornak - King Friday's on qualudes!
l'mtakingthetrolleytothe land of
make believe tomorrow to buy
some off him! Love, Lady Lorraine
P.S. Are you whipped or what?

Laurie, Laurie, and Melissa - Thanx
for everything. I love ya! By the
way - have you eaten anything
strange lately? Jules

To King & Tollbridge - Well, th is is
it. No more issues.Try the Rutgers
newspaper. And when am I going
to get my Magic Malt? Karen Salay

Doug - Thanks for the personal,
babe, and thanks for the shoulder
to cry on. Or should I say your
shirt? I hope everything at home
works out. Would some ice cream
help? Love, Lorraine

Hon - It's been four outrageous
weeks with you! Everyday just
gets better! I'm really gonna miss
you this summer! But I know the
best is yet to come! Love Ya,
Cindy

To the blonde metalhead of the
Barlett Hall Whorehouse - Where's
our rock shirts? Thanks for bearing
with me this semester and thanks
for helping me though this. I love
you. The brunette metalhead

Hey Omegas - Have the best
summer! I'll miss all of you so
much ... but don't forget-PARTY at
my housel I' II let you know when!
Be good! Love and Sisterhood,
Cindy

McGraw - You're a great person.
Continue to bang your head. Ronnie

Jen - We definitely have to get together this summer. I'm going to
miss you bunches! You're the best
Big! I love you! "Tremors"

Phantom - Well, looks like we
made itthrough yet another year at
the 'ol college. I am still protesting
that A you got in P.R.! Ms. FendiCross
Jim King - Will you marry mem
Karen
To Ron - Get it straight. 1AM NOT
LINDA! I love B.M.W.'s, have never
had a nose job, and I don't like teal
Lisa

Lisa - This year has been great.
JEC - Hmmm. The 29th sure gave Bowling was the best. We better
the 15th a run for the money! get together over the summer. LB.I.
Which do you prefer? Try not to Love, Nick and Karen
turn too red now! Lease
·
Caryn - Glad we went to Florida.
Handsome - Thanks for coming I'll never forget you. Thanks for
into my life and making it the best everything. This summer will be
it could ever be. There's no one the best. Love, Nick and Karen
above you in my eyes! Your Prin-

cess
Michele - Notice I spelled it right.
Remember, you are under obligation to have a blast on the cruise in
January! Lisa

G.Q. - You're lucky this is the last
issue. I had a few more excuses up
my sleeve! But I really do have
school Wednesday nights! E.Q.
John - I never knew you cared! I
never knew you were a guy! Today
is the last day, it's been fun. Have
a great summer. I'll meet ya for
breakfast sometime. Call me! Janine
Stephanie - Congratulations and
Good luck. See you at Janet's
soon. Love your Cuz, Kellie
Hey Ron and Heidi - I made it into
the P.T. program. Yeah! Thanks
for the support. Love, Sandy
Bill Laws - Who makes 'em and
breaks 'em. Go read a Flex. Christian is weak and so are you. You
won't be missed. Ha Ha
Tommy J. Beers? Marion? Chip's
rool'T)ate sucks. Ha Ha

Kellie - Our class was the best. We
must get together. I' II see you next
year. Mayble we'll sit outside for
W.L. Love, Nick and Karen
Most Happenin' Lion - Jen, sorry I
didn't mention it before, but words
could not express your performance. You were awesome tool
Especially your guitar and fiddle
solos. Love and sisterhood, Lorraine
Joy and Lia- Good luck, Hope you
passed. Have fun and see you over
the summer.
Caryn - Have an awesome summer. Let's get together before you
takeoff for Florida. Luv, Kellie
Randy K - No, it's not who you
think. I'm a natural she's not. It's
your move now, baby!! POLITICS
P.S. Hope you figure me out before the years over.
Club Dougall - Remember those
memorable nights as well as our
friendships. The Instigator
Secretary-Just wanted to tell you
I care. Thanks for your support
and Congrats on everything. P.S.
Don't pass out a Survey without
my consent!!! Love, the one you're
stuck with

Brothers - Great job on Greek
Olympics. Mike

CAR FOR SALE!
1980 Pontiac LeMans Station
Wagon in good running condition. $450 or best offer. Call

Contemporary N.J. Girls' Resi- 233-8404.
dent Camp Seeks Qualified ·
Staff Who Enjoys Children And
LOST
The Outdoors. Specialists Also Gold Bracelet, heart links.
Needed: Gymnastics, Mime, Around Hutchinson - Student
Karate, Drama, Video, A& C, Center area. Very sentimental.
Dance, Sailing Call (201) 232- Reward iffound. Call Beth 7528863.
3236.

Women's Six-way fashion
sock in assorted colors. $5.95

'83 Honda Civic Station
Wagon. 40,000 miles, 5-speed,

a pair or 2 pair for $10.00. Call
Vincent, 744-4667.

AM/FM, very clean. $2,950. Call

FOR SALE!!
1987 Toyota Corolla, $6,700.
Excellent Condition. 4-Dr,
Sedan, A/C, Auto, AM/FM, Call
352-4289.

HAVING A PARTY?
Call Muzik Nonstop for great
sounds at a reasonable price.
We will play your favorite dance,
Top 40, and rock tunes. D.J.
Helder Rebelo 997-8388

DEPENDABLE INDIVIDUAL

To the most happenin Pi Brother (not to mention a great date) I had
a lot offuni Thanks for asking me.
Just wish it was a little sooner!
(haha) Have a great srrvnmerl Cnfy

WANTED-Wholesale manufacturing Business. No Sales. Very
Flexible Hours Linden Area $9/
HR Call J. Suliga 862-3206

Employment Opportunities

Diana, Lorraine and Sue - Can't
wait to be roomatesl It's going to
be the best! You guys are awesome! Love and Sisterhood, Cindy
p.s. Sue- no more tickets!

Available in the exciting field
of Automotive Retailing. ·Justus Buick, 880 Bloomfield Ave.,
West Caldwell. (201)-226-7878

Snake - How about those "select•
brothers. Oh, welll "You know
what "ah" happens ... Let's party
May 19-251 Yours Truly, Ra Ra

ADOPTION
LOVING COUPLE WISH TO
SHARESECUREHOMEAND
ALL ADVANTAGES WITH
INFANT UP TO 3 MONTHS
ALL MEDICAL EXPENSES
PAID CONFIDENTIAL CALL
201-647-2472 COLLECT
AFTER 6-PM AND ON WEEKENDS

To My Thursday Night Pub Buddies: Joan, Angela, Donna, Maureen, Heidi and Kathy - Thursday
nights would never have been so
awesome without you. It's been a
scream! I'll miss you all. Love,
Eileen

Counselors (Male)
Group Leaders,
Athletic Specialists:

Angela- Don't ever stop believing
in yourself. I've always believed
in you. Thanks for being there for
me. Just wait until this summerManasquan and Belmar, look out:
the "women• are coming- Love ya
Babe, "I"

Positions available at coed
Pocono Mt. sleepaway camp
to work with 11-14 year olds.
Supervise campers, plan programs, Excellent salary. For
information call Joan or Gene
at the New Jersey YM-YWHA
Camps, 201-575-3333.

Swof - Did you get into Samantha
Fox's video? Enjoy your vacation
at San Quenton. Ha Ha

Sozio Staffers - Our ship has docked:
1

* * * * * *
The Independent will refuse to run
Jackie - I couldn't imagine what Personals that specifically name any
this year would have been like individual(s) or group(s) in a
without you! Eileen
derogatory fas hion . The paper
disavows personals that do not
Jake - I wish you al the luck and specifically name indi viduals or
Habias Cosmas Cosmas - You are love in the world! I'm outta here groups, and disclaims any responbad! Put the guns away before you May 25! Eternal Sisterhood, Your sibility for whatever inferences
readers make. No Personals with 35
hurt someone. Retire the Metzger Grandbig, #1 Delta
words or more will be accepted. If
and go burn some leaves. Want to
Colleen - You're the best big I you would like to submit a pertalk to Carol? She's right here.
could ever hope to have. Thanx sonal, it must be dropped through
Murph- Deliver! How's ham and for everything. Love ya like a sis! the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
eggs? Grandpa flip flapjacks for · Jules
Along with the Personal should be: :
you? Where's the Iicense? You are
not the king. The new roomate is Josephine - Have a blast on your 25 cents per personals, author's
much better. Joyce?!? Can I bor- cruise; ca 11 me when you get back. ,1ame and phone#. Without either
Luv, Kellie
of these, the personal will not run
row your Salvato jersey? Ha Ha

Tom C. - Virginia has a meal card
for you. How long can it possibly
take to get ready? Did you get the
Iicense plate of the third baseman?
Dated any Asian women lately?
Haha

SUMMER HELP WANTED
Work in masonry, waterproofing, debris, and light hauling.
Call 272-5989, ask for George.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Jason and Mark- Thanks, you guys
gave excitement to Dougall Hall!
We'll never forget you! Just wait
till next year. We love you, Lisa
and Terri

I'm glad we were able to work
together on this deserted island!
Good luck to all of us that are
graduating and to Jackie tool 6th
floor RA "I"

PART TIME JOB
Deliveries, shipping, office
cleanup, flexible hours: Must
work Saturdays, rrust have car,
must have references. 9641536, _ask for Camille.

Job Seeking Grads
and Summer Job Seekers.
Call me, I'm a Kean Alumni or
send me your resume. J.P.
Parker Personnel, Inc. 173
Essex Avenue, Metuchen, NJ
08840. Ask for Barbara Miller

Lost
Shaeffer Rose colored pen with
cloth pen case. Name engraved
on it. Great sentimental value.
If found, please call 755-4564

Looking far a Summer
Job?
We have a limited number of
openings available!
Call Today!
Bankers Savings
(201)-442-4100,
Ask for Personnel.

Sue, 232-0015 (day) 233-9375
(eve).

I'm really bummed.
I "LOST"
my Black Max tennis racket
and Reebok sneakers (Size 8½)
from the trunk of my car in the
Vaughn Eames parking lot. IF
YOU FOUND THEM, please
return them to Room 303 VE. I
really can't afford to buy new
ones.

Compact Disc!
Newest releases, wholesale
prices. Hundreds to choose
from. Call 354-7919, Ext. Y15

GET OFF FOR LESS!
Fly as courier - Huge savings

on major airlines: Milan/ Madrid/
Paris/ Rome/ Frankfurt/ Brussels/ Rio/ Santiago/ Buenos
Aires/ Mexico City/ Caracas/
Guatemala/ Hong Kong/
Sydney/ San Juan/ LA/ Bermuda/Israel & more! NONVOYAGER (212) -431-1616

Help Wanted
Baby sitter, 3 toddlers. Summer, no nights, no weekends,
Hours Flexible. 5 Min. from
college .. 353-8021

1986 Hyundai Excel GI

For SaleCharcoal Grey Like New!! 4
Door, 5 Speed, AM/FM Stereo
Cassette, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, 23,000 Miles
$3,800. or Best Offer, Call 201851-9616

IIIIAICH PAPIIII
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Nliil aqnq;l~~J;;9.a~~ 2

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN , Los Angeles , CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

PUZZLE
SOLUTION
Last Week's
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